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OUR STORY
"We sow seeds and let you reap fruits." Being your
digital and consulting partners, we are the focal
point for your digital formation and transformation.
A Govt. of India recognised Startup and with solid
experienced team of subject- matter experts in
web
designing,
app
development,
digital
marketing, Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence,
Machine learning and IT support services, we
deliver supremacy. Our diversified portfolios and
testimonials are our strength as we pick each
project with sincere consideration of the niche and
deliver excellence with great diligence. Besides,
ensuring excellence to direct client, we are equally
proficient to be the associative digital hands of
our partner companies.

OBJECTIVE
WE ARE YOUR BACKUP TEAM

1

COMPLETE
TRANSPARENCY
Since years we have been
entrusted by many partners
for our work ethics and
transparency.

2

ALWAYS HAVE YOUR
BACK
To be a solution finder for
your business technical and
IT support pain points.

3

YOUR OWN TEAM

We want you to save money
and more importantly, time
and efforts. Therefore
providing a sustainable and
cost effective services.

FOUNDER

AMIT GUPTA
A keynote speaker on blockchain technology with a privilege of having
being empaneled on UN webinar as a ghost panel judge, at emerging
technologies session to various developing countries. With 14+ years of
industry experience in Project Management and Business Strategy, Amit is
a Certified PRINCE2 practitioner from the UK. He has been providing his
services on digital transformation projects to his international clientele,
handholding them to experience digital growth and increased ROI via
implementing emergent technologies.
Before starting up his own journey as an entrepreneur, he had been aligned
to Project Management, Strategy and Financial Valuation profile in the past,
working along in international market at UK and India.
Amit is a passionate learner and work as a startup consultants too for
guiding young entrepreneurs to achieve their goals. Presently, he is on a
mission to transform life of young startups from developing and under
develop countries mainly focusing on India, LATAM, Africa. He is developing
a platform which will solve major financing issue with startups funding.
His education background includes an M.Sc in Mathematics and an MBA
degree from the UK.

TESTIMONIAL

What they’re saying
Centrelocus has
supported us very well
since the past 5 years in
the area of
eCommernce and Web
development. The
cooperation is very
successful and we are
looking to continue for
years to come. Bernhard Villigar

IT IS PRESENTED
BEFORE AN AUDIENCE.

Centrelocus has made
my business shine with
their unique digital
strategy.- Kim Oler

OUR EUROPEAN CLIENTS

OUR USA & CANADA CLIENTS

OUR
UNIQUE
OFFERING

BLOCKCHAIN
Delivering solutions on
various blockchains
that include, ETH, SOL,
TRX, Stellar, EOS and
Hyperledger for
permissioned and
permissionless
solutions.

ITES

IT process outsourcing and
insourcing Support. The
capability to run 50 seater
BPO.

WEB DEVELOPMENT

MOBILE APP

DIGITAL STRATEGY

Web development is now a
child play for us having 10+
years of experience on
every major platform, we
have built some strong
sites.

Cross platform or
Native iOS and
android, we have it all
that you seek for.

Serving the best
digital strategy
marketing

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
From IoT to Machine
learning and NLP. We
have the capability to
embed new features
for advance
integration.

TECH STACK
WITH MORE THAN 10,000
HOURS OF CODING
EXPERIENCE.

- Solidity
- Rust
- PHP (Laravel, CI, Cake, Zend)
- Angular JS
- React JS
- Vue JS
- Node JS
- .NET core
- Flutter
- React native
- Swift
- Java
- Kotlin
- Python

BENEFITS
WITH US

E
ENJOY COST
EFFICIENCY,

S
SHARE YOUR EXTRA
LOAD.

WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER
US?
Getting the right amount of services in a
cost effective and most importantly,
qualitative way is a huge challenge today
with all outsourcings process. We make sure
that you save time, efforts and costs with
zero mess strategy.

C

P

CONTRIBUTE
TOWARDS YOUR
EXPANSION PLAN.

PERSONALIZED
PROJECT DELIVERY

PROCESS

1

RESEARCH

Understanding the
importance of research for
suitable plan.

2

INNOVATION

The development with the
right creativity is what we
believe in.

3

ACTION PLAN

Our action plans are our
strength, we consider right
resource mapping within
the right space at the right
time framework.

4

TEST

Every project completed
and delivered undergoes
several testing norms and
scaling measures.

REMOTE HIRE
Enjoy the perk of the partnership!

With our on-demand services get the right personnel to
work on your projects. You can get a highly cost-friendly
deal in real- time without any additional expense over the
infrastructure. The team here is all equipped to serve all
forms
of
projects.
So,
visit
our
website
www.centrelocus.com and pick your preference.

THANK YOU
FOR READING

